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ABSTRACT
In this design project an elastic drive belt system is optimized
using an algorithm of automated optional design, AOD. First, some basic
background information on AOD and elastic drive belt systems is
reviewed. An elastic drive belt system configuration is defined,
mathematically formulated, and optimized.
The mathematical formulation, including a set of constraints, is
completely derived. It is set up to be as general as possible so that
it may be applied to a wide variety of different problems. In several
places the formulation uses the recommendations of an elastic drive belt
manufacturer for a good design.
A sample design problem is optimized using the A0D-P519RE algorithm
of AOD. The following optimization studies are carried out:
1. Minimization of bearing load
2. Maximization of power transmission
3 Minimization of power requirement
Standard belt material compounds and thicknesses are considered.
To illustrate the usefulness of algorithms of AOD, an existing hand
calculation design method for elastic drive belt systems is
demonstrated. These two techniques are then compared as design
optimization tools. It is shown that an algorithm of AOD is superior
for this purpose.
At the conclusion of this project several detailed discussions
regarding the work and results are presented. The AOD search process,
i
ii
derivation of the final equation set, significance of the results, and
other items are analyzed. A set of final design recommendations for the
sample problem are given and a list of conclusions is presented.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This design project is an optimization study of an elastic drive
belt system using an algorithm of automated optimal design, AOD. This
chapter includes background information on AOD and elastic drive belt
systems necessary to the understanding of the study. Also given in this
chapter is a preview of the complete project.
1.1 AOD Background
Through an algorithm of AOD, an iterative search process that
locates the immediate neighborhood of the solution point of an
optimization problem is carried out. The iterative search process
consists of the repeated application of two basic stages. In the first
stage a search direction from a given start point is established. The
second stage is a univariant line search, in the search direction, that
locates the point at which the optimization objective is most closely
met. This point then becomes the new starting point and the two basic
stages are repeated. The iterative search process is continued until a
set of convergence criteria are met.
There are several existing methods for each of the basic stages. A
variety of convergence criteria can be established and numerous optional
features can be incorporated into an algorithm to make improvements.
With this information a large number of different algorithms of AOD can
be constructed. The particular algorithm and methods that are used in
3
this project will be discussed in the AOD Solution Technique chapter.
To apply an algorithm of AOD the following steps must be taken:
1. Initial formulation of the design problem: Mathematically
formulate the problem by deriving expressions for the quantity to
be optimized, dependent relationships, and all constraints that
govern the problem.
2. Final formulation of the design problem: Reduce the equation set
of the initial formulation by equation combination, simplifying
assumptions, and variable elimination. A normalized equation set
is assembled in this step.
3. Transform the equation set of the final formulation into the
standard format of AOD. In this format the quantity to be
optimized is defined by an equation for Q(X) that is called the
objective function. Regional constraints are designated by Rj(X)
and equality constraints are set up as equations for Ej(X). The
elements of Y are the independent design variables.
Standard AOD format:





for j = 1, 2, ..., Na
and
Rj
= Rj(X) > 0 (3)




It is important to note that in the standard format of AOD the
optimization problem is defined as one of minimization. If a
maximization problem is to be solved, reference (1) recommends that
it be converted to an equivalent minimization problem by
reciprocation of the actual objective function. The reciprocated
function is then used to define Q(X).
To simplify and increase the efficiency of the search process and
the execution of the AOD algorithm, the AOD equation system should
be unitized.
4. Embed the AOD equation set for the problem into a program of an
algorithm of AOD and generate the required input data files.
5. After successfully executing the program, evaluate the behavior of
the search process and inspect the results to determine if the
solution is valid.
A complete and detailed discussion of AOD and algorithms of AOD is
beyond the scope of this paper. For a more in-depth introduction to
these topics, references (1, 2, 3) should be reviewed.
1.2 Elastic Drive Belt System Background
Compared to other types of drive belts, elastic drive belts have
unique characteristics. This uniqueness, which gives elastic drive
belts a set of advantages and design considerations that sets them
apart, is due to their material properties. These belts are available
in several standard materials. They are produced in many standard sizes
and with either round or rectangular cross sections. Elastic drive
5
belts can be configured as open, crossed, multi-belt, and multi-pulley
systems.
Elastic drive belt systems offer several advantages over other
types of belt drives. They are considerably more cost effective because
they are self-tensioning. These belts can be stretched onto
prepositioned, fixed center pulleys, thus eliminating the additional
parts that are normally required to tension friction drive belt systems.
Elastic drive belt systems also have advantages because they offer
better shock absorption, lower maintenance, greater vibration damping,
more overload protection, and they can accommodate a greater tolerance
range.
In addition to sizing the belt and pulleys, the material compound
must also be evaluated when designing an elastic drive belt system.
Elastic belts are made of homogeneous rubber compounds such as ethylene-
propylene, neoprene, polyurethane, and silicone. The stress-strain
relationship of these materials must be included in the list of design
considerations as it will effect the belt tension and frictional drive
force of the pulleys. Stress relaxation is another very important
material design factor. The tension that is created by stretching an
elastic belt onto fixed center pulleys will decrease over time due to
stress relaxation. A corresponding decrease in pulley normal force will
also take place. If an elastic drive belt system is not properly
designed, this effect could lead to belt slippage. Therefore, these
belt systems are designed such that the initial belt tension is of a
large enough magnitude so that after stress relaxation there will still
6
adequate pulley normal force. Stress relaxation is dependent upon
numerous factors such as stress magnitude, time, temperature, and
vibration.
The standard recommended design procedures and mathematical
formulations of elastic drive belt systems are empirical as well as
analytical. A highly complex physical behavior over a wide range of
operating conditions, combined with difficulty in precisely determining
coefficients of friction of rubber compounds, lead to significant
limitations of theoretical analysis. Consult reference (4) for further
details of this discussion.
Other types of belt drive systems are much simpler to theoretically
analyze with consistently accurate results. In the analysis of friction
drive systems such as rope, cable, flat belts, and band brakes, the
loose side tension, T-j, and tight side tension, T^, are related by the
following equation:
Ii = ey (4)
This expression has a long history of use with good results. It is
derived in most basic mechanics books, such as reference (5), using the
free body diagram of a friction drive system shown in Figure 1.1. In
the derivation of equation (4) the assumption that the system is on the
verge of slipping is made.
Equation (4) is not valid for use on elastic drive belt systems for
two reasons. First, the basic assumption on slipping is not applicable.




















greater than the tension required to make the system function, it will
not be on the verge of slipping. The second reason that equation (4)
cannot be used on elastic drive belt systems is that it does not take
into account the effects of tensile stress-strains properties and
bending modulus of the belt. In reality, as explained in reference (6),
slip and creep will occur everywhere along the contact arc as a result
of these properties. Due to the unique characteristics of elastic drive
belts, these effects will be even more important for them than for other
types of belts. These considerations add to the difficulty of carrying
out a theoretical analysis of elastic drive belt systems.
1.3 Design Project Preview
In this design project a mathematical formulation of an elastic
drive belt system is derived. The formulation is made as general as
possible to encompass a wide range of possible applications. The basic
configuration of an elastic drive belt system for which the mathematical
formulation is derived is round cross section, two pulley, single open
path, and the larger pulley is the driven pulley.
A sample design problem is optimized using the above mentioned
mathematical formulation and the A0D-P519RE algorithm of AOD developed
by Ray C. Johnson in reference (2). Listed below are the optimization
studies carried out for the sample design problem.
1. Minimization of bearing load
2. Maximization of power transmission
3. Minimization of power requirement
9
The significance of these cases will be discussed in Chapter VII. In
each of the optimization studies the assembled A0D-P519RE program is
executed once for each of four standard belt materials. Then the four
runs are compared to establish the final design recommendations.
A hand calculation design method for elastic drive belt systems
recommended by reference (7) is demonstrated. The same sample problem
and inputs that are specified for the above AOD optimization studies are
used. The AOD solution technique and hand calculation design method are
compared as optimization design tools.
At the conclusion of this project the AOD search process, AOD
solution validity, final design recommendations for each of the
optimization studies, and a general overview will be discussed. Also, a
set of recommendations for additional investigations is provided.
CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Although some research into the subjects of AOD and curve fitting
was undertaken, the majority of research that was required to complete
this design project was in the area of elastic drive belts. Most of the
author's knowledge of AOD was acquired in the RIT course EMEM 820
instructed by R. C. Johnson.
An in-depth search for information about elastic drive belts was
carried out. Only a few sources were found. A couple of books that
briefly mentioned elastic belts were obtained. However, information
about numerous other types of belts and friction drives was abundant.
Virtually all of the background knowledge of elastic drive belt systems
was obtained from references (4) and (5). There are two reasons that
this difficulty was encountered. First, it is much more difficult to
mathematically model an elastic drive belt system than most other types
of belt drives. The complex physical behavior of these systems makes
them hard to design. Secondly, elastic drive belts have not been as
widely used as other types of drive belts. They have not been available
on the market as long as others.
No information was found that touched on the topic of optimizing
elastic drive belt systems by algorithms of AOD. It is believed by the





As given in Section 1.1, the first step in optimizing a design
problem by the use of an algorithm of AOD is to derive the initial
formulation. In this chapter a mathematical formulation of each of the
optimization studies proposed in Chapter I will be developed. A set of
expressions for additional design parameters that are required to
complete the definition of an elastic drive belt system is also derived.
A great deal of care must be taken when deriving the initial
formulation of any design problem. All of the factors that control and
constrain the behavior and characteristics of the problem must be
accounted for. Any inaccuracies in the equation set can result in
misleading design data. In deriving an initial formulation an
expression for the optimization quantity is developed first. Then all
of the significant controlling relationships are expressed and the
variable limits are defined. All of this work in this design project is
based on the elastic drive belt system defined in Section 1.3.
The elastic drive belt system model is based on the material
presented in reference (4). An existing formulation for a hand
calculation design method that is somewhat empirical and approximate in
nature, is modified for use in an algorithm of AOD. Toward this end,
all of the expressions and relationships in the following formulation
are derived and explained. The validity of the overall formulation is
substantiated by reference (4).
11
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3.1 Formulation of the Bearing Load Optimization Problem
3.1a Derivation of the Equation Set
The optimization quantity, in this problem, is the bearing load
force. This force is due to the belt tension. In elastic drive belt
systems the maximum bearing load will exist under the initial tension,
T-j. In reference (4), the maximum bearing load, Fg, is estimated by
assuming that the tension in both sides of the belt is equal to T-j. An




= 0 = Tn- SIN e
-








= 2 Ti cos 6
Therefore, the bearing load is defined by equation (5).
FB
= 2 T-j cos 6 (5)
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FIGURE 3.1 BEARING LOAD FORCE DIAGRAM
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The belt angle 0 is determined as follows using Figure 3.2:












The initial tension is given by equation (7).
Ti
= SiA (7)
Where A is the belt cross sectional area and Si is the initial belt
stress.
A = irt2/4 (8)
As explained in Section 1.2, stress relaxation is effected by many
factors. Due to the complexity of the elastic drive belt system design
problem, the initial stress, Si, is determined by empirical means in
reference (4). The procedure to find Si begins by specifying the
working stress, S^, that is required to overcome the system drive
torque, M. An expression for S^ will be derived later. To obtain Si,
S^ is increased by the amount of stress that a belt would lose due to
stress relaxation if it were installed under Sy. This is done by the
following expression:
Si
= SW/(1 - .01R) (9)
By laboratory testing the relationship of the percent of stress
relaxation, R, and S^ can be plotted. In practice, such plots are done
for a specific material at a specific ambient temperature. Of all of
15
FIGURE 3.2 BELT LENGTH AND ANGLES
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the factors that influence the relationship of R and Syj, material and
temperature are dominant. Using curve fitting techniques, an equation
that expresses this relationship can be generated.
Figure 3.3 shows plots of stress relaxation for the standard
elastic drive belt compounds that are produced by Parker (4). The
regenerative conversion methods considered to obtain equations from this
data are polynomial series and the simple exponential. See reference
(3). To determine if the simple exponential method would yield accurate
results, the 77F curves from Figure 3.3 were replotted on log-log graph
paper. For maximum flex life and reliability Parker recommends that 90
psi < Syj < 150 psi. These constraints will be explained later. In all
cases the Figure 3.4 and 3.5 log-log plots show essentially straight
line behavior over the range of interest. Therefore, the simple
exponential method of regenerative conversion should yield accurate
results. A complete derivation of equations for R for each of the
standard Parker materials will be presented in Section 3.1b. At this
point the following general equation of the simple exponential form for
R will suffice.
R = CiSwC2 (10)
Syj can be defined by the expression given below:
SW
= Tt/A (11)
Where Tj- is the belt tight side tension which is the maximum operating
tension. An upper limit of 150 psi is given to guarantee a long life of
the belt. A lower limit of 90 psi is set to avoid belt slippage and
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actual designs. They are given in the Parker Seals Belt Drive Manual
which is reference (4).
The tension required to transmit the torque of a system is known as
the effective required belt tension, Tn. Neglecting friction, an
expression for Tn can be developed by summing the moments about the
center of the driven pulley, separated from the drive system, as shown
in Figure 3.6.
s mq






Also, summing the moments about the driven pulley center of an
operating system yields an equation for T^. Refer to Figure 3.7-
z m0
= 0 = -M + TtrL -T!rL






Th + T] (13)
It is further recommended by Parker Seals, reference (4), that
.25Tn
< T] < .5Th The lower limit represents the minimum belt tension
required to prevent slippage and whipping. The upper limit guarantees
minimum whipping without reducing belt life.
Another important relationship that must be included in the
mathematical model of any belt drive system is that of shaft speed and
pulley diameter. It is
given by equation (14).
DS = H (14)
DL NS
21
FIGURE 3.6 ROTATING ELEMENT FORCE DIAGRAM
FIGURE 3.7 BELT TENSION DIAGRAM
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The constraints on these quantities are defined by the requirements of
the specific problem to be optimized. They will be specified for this
design project in Chapter IV. For the purpose of developing a general
mathematical formulation the constraints on equation (14) are given as
follows:
DS,MIN < Ds < DS>MAX
DL,MIN < DL DL>MAX
NS,MIN <NS1 NS,MAX
NL,MIN < NL < NL,MAX
Due to the possibility of physical space constraints, the overall
length of the system should also be specified in designing a belt drive
system. Considering Figure 3.8, this is done as follows:





The constraint range of L is also determined by the requirements of the
particular design to be optimized. In general, it is defined by the
expression given below:
L < LMAX
It is obvious that the center distance has a lower bound in that
the pulleys must not touch. C may also have an upper limit due to
design physical layout considerations. The limits on C are given by the
following expression:
DS + DL r r
< c < CMAX
CMax will be specified in
Chapter IV.
23
FIGURE 3.8 OVERALL LENGTH
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When developing an elastic drive belt system design, the practical
limitations of the belt thickness, t, must be considered. Reference (4)
recommends that for maximum belt flex life t should not be greater than
1/6 of the smallest pulley diameter. Also, to avoid weakness due to
flaws occurring in manufacture, it is suggested that t be at least .103
in. These constraints are expressed below:
.103 < t < ^S
6
3.1b Derivation of Equations for R
As explained in Section 3.1a the simple exponential equation form
can be used to express R as a function of S^ using the data in Figure
3.3. The general form of R is seen in equation (10). The coefficients
in equation (10) are calculated by determining C2 from the equation
below and then substituting a data point and C2 into equation (10) to






The values of Ci and C2 for each of the four standard Parker materials
are calculated as follows:












Ci = 13.25/(120.00) -404
= 1.92















R = .404 Sw1-92
R = 9.78 Sw-162
R = .00219 Syj1-49
R = .826 SW-619
C2 = .619
3.1c Investigation of Poisson's Effect
Although the effects of the stress-strain relationship are included
in the formulation given prior to this point, a brief investigation of
Poisson's effect is now presented. This investigation is carried out to
aid in understanding the entire problem.
The result of Poisson's effect will be to increase the actual belt
stress as the belt material is in tension. Assume that a belt is
operating under the maximum recommended working stress of 150.0 psi with
26










Li and Lf are the initial and final belt lengths respectively as
defined in Section 3.3.
Assume v = .4, Li
= 8.0", and E = 14.75% for material E751-65.












= - (.4)(.1285) = - .05142

















This change in area would give the actual stress below:








This is approximately a 10.0% increase in stress.
3. Id Bearing Load Formulation Equation Set Summary
The initial formulation of the bearing load optimization problem is
summarized below:

















Th + T] (13)
RS = NL (14)
DL NS
L = C +
.5(DS
+ DL) (15)
This equation set is subject to the following constraints:
90.0 psi < Sw < 150.0 psi
.25Tn
< Ti < .5Tn
DS,MIN < Ds DSjMAX
DL,MIN 1 D|_ < DLjMAX
NS,MIN < NS < NS,MAX
NL.MIN < NL < NL,MAX
L < LMAX
S + L < C < CMAX
2
DS
.103 in. < t < -^
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3.2 Formulation of the Power Optimization Problems
In addition to equations (5-15) from the bearing load formulation,
the only other
expression needed to complete the AOD initial formulation
for power optimization is the equation for horsepower, HP. An equation









In this equation the units of power are in. lbs./min. The
conversion to horsepower is as shown below:
HP = ThNL7TDL [^ . . ^]
HP = ThNLDL (16)
126,050.7
3.3 Formulation of Additional Design Items
In addition to the quantities included in the
initial'
formulation,
there are other items that are also important pieces of information that
must be specified to complete an elastic drive belt system design. They
include the initial belt length, Li, free belt length, Lf, and the free
belt inner diameter, Di .
Using Figure 3.2, an expression for Li is derived as follows:
Li
= 2 (distance between tangent points) + (wrap length of small
pulley) + (wrap length of large pulley)






x = c cos e
Wrap length of small pulley
=
&$
= *DS - 2B
2














= 2X + gs + 8L
= 2(C cos e) +
*
(DS + DL) +
fj-
(DL - DS) (17)
2 180
In elastic drive belt systems the belt's working length will be
greater than its free length. The belt is installed under an initial
stress and it elongates as a result. Using the percent elongation, E,
Li and Lf can be related by the expression given below which is
developed in reference (4):
Lf
= Li/(1 + .01E) (18)
E is found empirically through testing in which it is plotted
against Si. An equation for E can be found in the same way as it was
for R. Figure 3.9 was developed by Parker, reference (4), using their
standard belt materials. The curves for materials C557-70, E751-65,
P642-70, and S604-70 are replotted on log-log paper in Figures 3.10 and
3.11. Since the log-log plots show approximately straight line
behavior, these relationships can all be represented as simple
exponential functions with reasonable accuracy. The general expression





















































FIGURE 3.10 LOG-LOG PLOTS FOR S604-70 AND C557-70, E vs. S,
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The coefficients for E, C3 and C4 can be determined by the same
procedure that Ci and C2 were determined in Section 3.1b. Therefore,

































E = Q26l 5.1.34
C4 = 1.34
The last item needed is the free belt inside diameter, Dj. It can




tt D-j + W




The sample problem that is optimized in this design project meets
the configurational assumptions of Section 1.3 for an elastic drive belt
system. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic diagram of the sample problem.
A common device in many dry process, plain paper copiers is a toner
disturber. These devices are used to keep a mass of fine particles
agitated so that it will flow or simply to move the particles from one
point to another. A disturber is normally designed as a rotating paddle
or brush. In many cases the only functional requirement of such a
device is that it simply moves at some nominal rotational speed.
Corresponding to the optimization studies carried out in this project, a
disturber is desired to be inexpensive and require the lowest possible
amount of power to operate. These devices are ordinarily constrained to
a given space and location.
Elastic drive belt systems are effective in meeting the
requirements of disturber devices. The sample problem studied here is
an elastic drive belt system for a disturber. It is to be used in a
copier with extremely low cost targets. To be able to specify the
lowest grade shafts and bearings, the bearing loads must be very small.
To keep the total cost of the copier down, the smallest possible motor
is to be used. The system latitude of the power requirements must be
well understood. The copier is also to be as small as possible so the




FIGURE 4.1 SAMPLE PROBLEM SCHEMATIC
2.0 i
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In the sample problem a space that is 2.0 in. by 8.0 in. is
available. The pulley shaft sizes are to be .375 in. From this






Maximum overall length = 8.0 in.
Due to the relative position of other critical elements in the
copier, the maximum pulley center distance is 4.0 in. The available
input speed of the driving pulley, which is the smaller one, is 70.0 to
150.0 RPM. For best performance of the disturber it is experimentally
found that it should be operated within a speed range of 15.0 to 50.0
RPM.
The only specified item of the sample problem is the torque
required to rotate the disturber. It is .5 in. lbs.
CHAPTER V
AOD SOLUTION TECHNIQUE
Using the mathematical formulations derived in Chapter III the
sample problem of Chapter IV is set up for solution of the given
optimization studies by an algorithm of AOD. This chapter covers steps
2-4 of the proposed procedure for applying an algorithm of AOD as
presented in Section 1.1. The bearing load optimization problem is set
up first. The two power optimization cases are set up as -modifications
to the bearing load optimization problem.
The overall AOD solution scheme followed in this design project is
to first run the computer program of each study once for each of the
four standard Parker belt materials. Then the four runs of each study
are compared to find the material that gives the best results and
establish the final design recommendations.
5.1 AOD-P519RE
The computer program containing the algorithm of AOD that is used
in this project is called A0D-P519RE. See reference (2). It is
straight forward to apply and offers a wide range of AOD techniques.
Several special features for achieving accurate results in an efficient
manner are included in this program. A0D-P519RE has a proven record of
good results and compares well against other available algorithms of
AOD.
To use A0D-P519RE, an input file must be assembled and an AOD
equation set of the problem must be embedded into the program. Two
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sections of the program are used here to embed the problem. The first
section used is subroutine Analysis into which the objective function,
dependent relationship equations, and all of the constraint equations of
the AOD equation set are placed. The other section that is used to
embed the problem is called Final Items. It contains all of the
quantities to be printed out at the conclusion of the search process.
The required input file consists of the search process control and
definition items, upper and lower limit values of the independent
variables, start point values, and any specified quantities that are
needed in the AOD equation set.
5.2 Minimization of Bearing Load
5.2a Step 2: Final Formulation of the Design Problem
As given in Section 1.1, the second step in optimizing a design
problem by an algorithm of AOD is to generate the final formulation of
the equation set that completely describes the design problem. Starting
with the equation set of the initial formulation as summarized in
Section 3. Id, the final formulation is derived. It must include the
objective function, expressions for the constrained dependent
relationships, definition of independent variables and specified
quantities, and expressions for the constraint limits of the dependent
and independent variables.
To be consistent with the specification of the standard format of
AOD for an equation set, the objective function must be expressed in
terms of the independent variable set. It is desired to make the
A0D-P519RE program as general as possible. Toward this end, all of the
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physical dimensions of the sample elastic drive belt system are chosen
as independent variables in the AOD search process. These are D$, D|_,
c, and t. Upon examining the set of equations in Section 3. Id, it is
seen that in order to calculate Fg, either T^ or T-| of equation (13) and
three of the four quantities of equation (14) must be specified or made
independent variables. As given in Section 3.1b, there exists a
recommended operating constraint range for T-j. It is not known what
point in that range will best meet the optimization objective.
Therefore, T] is an ideal candidate for an independent variable. Of the
quantities in equation (14), Ds and D|_ are already given as independent
variables. In the sample problem it would be easier to restate the
limits of N|_ than Ns. Therefore, N$ is treated as an independent
variable and N|_ is treated more like a calculated outcome or a dependent
variable. It is interesting to note that any of the items Ds, Ns, or D|_
could be made dependent rather than NL if desired. Also the constraint
range of Ti could be rewritten in terms of Tt so that T^ could be the
independent variable instead. Depending upon the particular problem to
be optimized, some of these or other alternatives may be more convenient
in setting up and solving the problem. Considering the general elastic
drive belt system given in Chapter I and the sample problem, it is best
to work with D$, Dl, C, t, Ns, and T] as the independent variables in
this design project.
Next, the equation for the optimization quantity is developed.
From Section 3.1a we have the following equations for Fb and Ti:
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1 - .01R 4
Where S^
= T^/A and T^
=
Tn + T] . By substitution, equations (21) and
(22) are obtained.
SW
= |I+ 4T] / ut2 (21)
DL
Ti
= (2M/DL) + T1
1 - .01R
(22)






















The constrained dependent relationships derived in Section 3.1 are
put into the final formulation as dependent variables and expressed in
terms of specified quantities and independent variables. The list of
dependent variables are equations (14), (15), and (21).
The list of expressions for the constraint limits for the final
formulation is the same as the list in Section 3. Id.
The final formulation is summarized below:
Specified quantities: M, Ci, C2





















90.0 < Sw < 150
NL,MIN NL < NL,MAX
L < LMAX
DS,MIN < DS < DS,MAX
DL,MIN < DL S DL,MAX
NS.MIN < Ns < Ns.MAX
5l^k<c<cMAX
2
.103 < t < i
~ "
6
5.2b Step 3: Transformation of the Final Formulation Equation Set to
the Standard Format of AOD
As the final formulation equation set is transformed to the
standard format of AOD that is outlined in Section 1.1, the set is also
unitized. This is done by scaling the independent variables and all of
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the constraint equations of the AOD equation system. The unit based
independent variables are used in all of the equations of the AOD
system.
In scaling an AOD equation system, the unit based independent
variables, V(I), are defined such that 0 < V(I) < 1. The constraint
equations, R(I) and E(I), are scaled such that their value approaches
either zero or unity when the constraint limit is reached.
The unit based AOD independent variables and constraint equations




In the standard format of AOD the constraint expression must be
transformed into the form of equation (3). Therefore, the upper limit
is expressed by equation (25).
R(l) = 1 - V(2) > 0 (25)
And the lower limit is transformed to the expression given below:
R(2) =
2 Cmax
V(l) - 1 > 0 (26)
DL + DS
D]_ and D$ will be replaced in equation (26) by their unitized form after
they are derived. By the same procedure, the remaining independent
variables and their constraint equations are unitized and transformed
into the following equations:
DS:
V(2) = DS/DSjMAX (27)
R(3) = 1 - V(2) > 0 (28)
R(4) = DS,MAX
DS,MIN










V(3) - 1 > 0
V(4) = t/-|
= 6t/V(2) DS,MAX








R(9) = 1 - V(5) > 0
R(10) = 2V(5) - 1 > 0
V(6) = NS/NS,MAX
R(ll)
= 1 - V(6) > 0
R(12) V(6)














The dependent variable constraint expressions are scaled by
dividing the AOD constraint equations by the value of the limit.
Therefore, for S^ the constraints are as follows:
R(13)
= 150 - SW
> 0
= 1 - JK > 0 (40)
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The remaining dependent variable constraints are given below:
NL:














By substituting the unitized independent variables into equation

















Also, the AOD dependent variable equations are as follows:
















L = V(l) CMAX +
V(2) DS,MAX + V(3) DL,MAX (48)
2
5.2c Step 4: Embed the AOD Equation Set into A0D-R519RE
As explained in Section 5.1, the first part of A0D-P519RE into
which information is embedded is the subroutine Analysis. Equations
(24-48) are placed in Analysis. The second section where information is
embedded is Final Items. The items in this section are designated as
F(I). The list of final items used in the minimization of bearing load
program is given below:
F(D = FB
= Q (49)
F(2) = C = V(l) CMAX (50)
F(3) = DS
= V(2) DS,MAX (51)
F(4) = DL
= V(3) DLjMAX (52)
F(5) = t = V(4)V(2) Ds,MAX/6 (53)
F(6) = T]
= V(5) M/V(3) DL>MAX (54)
F(7) = NS



















= 6 = sin"l(F(4)
- F(3)/2F(2)) (64)
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F(17) = L = F(2) + .5(F(3) + F(4)) (65)
F(18) = Li
=
2F(2) cos F(16) + .th(?{3) + F(4)) +
[l8o] F(16^F(4)
" F<3)) (66)






F(20)/U - F(5)) (69)
F(22) = HP = MF(3)F(7)/63025 F(4) (70)
The input file required by A0D-P519RE contains the data surnnarized
in Table 1. The values of the input items that are used in this problem
are given in Table 2.
Copies of the input file and subroutine Analysis are presented in
the Appendix section. It should be noted that all of the specified
quantities that appear in the AOD equation system and final items are
programmed into A0D-P519RE as the given constants, CG(I), of Table 2.
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TABLE 1



















number of calculated constants
normally not used; enter 0
normally not used; enter 0
minimum number of random generation points
number of elements In a;
maximum number of random generation points
use ND=1 for MSD; ND=2 for GCG technique
number of equality constraints In (AOD) equation system
number of final Items
number of given constants
print mode; normally use NP=1
number of regional constraints In (AOD) equation system
number of elements 1n u




lower limit values for v range; approximate only
CX(I) upper limit values for v range; approximate only
given constants, NG In number
start point values, for jr^




















































































































5.3 Maximization of Power Transmission
Once a program for an algorithm of AOD has been successfully set up
and run, the completion of additional optimization studies are often a
matter of just rearranging the AOD equation system and constraints. In
this section the program for the bearing load problem will be used as a
starting point and modified to reflect a new optimization objective.
This is done by deriving a new equation for Q and rearranging some of
the final items.
The optimization quantity for this study is equation (16). As
explained in Section 1.1, to solve a maximization problem by an
algorithm of AOD, the optimization quantity should be inverted.
Therefore, in this problem, Q is defined as follows:
Q = 1/HP =
63'025 l (71)
N Ds Ns
This equation is programmed into A0D-P519RE in terms of the unit based
independent variables.
The list of final items must be altered to reflect new output
requirements. F(l) and F(22) are redefined as given below:




5.4 Minimization of Power Requirements
To create the A0D-P519RE program needed for this problem, the same
procedure followed in Section 5.3 is applied. The same final items as
in Section 5.3 are needed here, but the expression for Q is different,




M DS NS (74)
63025 DL
The optimization quantity is not reciprocated here.
CHAPTER VI
HAND CALCULATION DESIGN METHOD
Presently, the design of elastic drive belt systems is determined
by use of a recommended hand calculation procedure. This method is
demonstrated in this chapter using the sample problem of Chapter IV.
One initial pass through the procedure will be given. There will be no
attempt to optimize the design by this method. The hand calculation
design method is explained in reference (7).
In this hand calculation procedure, the formulation of the problem
is very similar to that of Section 3.1. The constraints imposed on the
design are identical to those of Section 3.1 and Chapter IV. The values
of the design quantities that are initially specified are chosen from
the range of the constraint limits as given in Chapter IV.
To start the calculations the quantity M and three of the four
items in equation (14) must be specified.
M = .5 in. lbs., Ns
= 100.0 RPM, NL
= 35.0 RPM, Ds
=
.75 in.
Determine the shaft speeds and pulley diameters.
NS_Ds = (100.0)(.75) = 2>143 .^
NL (35.0)
This value exceeds the maximum acceptable diameter of 2.0 in. Try using
NL
= 45.0 RPM.
= (10O.Q)(.7S) . i.667 in<
L
(45.0)
It is recommended that the maximum t should be one sixth of Ds
t = .75/6 = .1250 in.
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The nearest standard belt thickness that is less than .125 in. is .103
in., which also meets the given lower limit.
Find Sw such that 90 psi < Sw < 150.0 psi.
Sw
= It
, A = -rrt2/4
Tt
=
Th + T] , Th
=
2M/DL














As derived in Section 3.1b, R for belt compound S604-70 is as follows:





To calculate 8, C must be specified. Choose C = 3.0 in.
0 = sin-irDL-pSl =
.751
= 8>7gl0
L 2C J L 2(3.0) J




Determine the bearing load and horsepower.
FB
= 2A Si cos 0
= 2 [*ir(-103) 1 (110.58) cos (8.791)







63,025 DL 63,025 (1.667)
569 x IO"4= 3 (76)
CHAPTER VII
RESULTS
The results of this design project are presented in Tables 3, 4, 5,
and 6. For each of the AOD optimization studies, four different sets of
data are given - one for each of the standard belt materials. The
results of the hand calculation design method are presented for material
compound S604-70 only. The data in Table 6 and Tables 3, 4, and 5,
third column, will be used to compare the AOD and hand calculation
design methods.
Contained in the Appendix is a copy of the actual output data file
for the first case of the bearing load optimization study. This is the




MINIMIZATION OF BEARING LOAD BY THE ADD SOLUTION TECHNIQUE
DESIGN BELT MATERIAL
QUANTITY E751-65 P642-70 S604-70 C557-70
FB 1.492 1.658 1.341
1.548
C 1.207 1.182 1.207 1.206
DS .6257 .6256 .6273
.6572
DL 1.785 1.739 1.781
1.735
t .1029 .1029 .1030 .1029











IO"3 8.327 x IO"3 8.333 x
IO"3 8.327 x IO"3
Sw 89.99 89.98
90.01 89.99





0 28.69 28.08 28.56 26.55
L 2.412 2.364 2.411 2.402
Li 6.484
6.346 6.479 6.415






IO"4 2.569 x IO"4 2.514 x IO"4 2.704 x IO"4
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TABLE 4






l^Unll 1 1 1 i
HP
L, / Jl UJ
4.363 x IO"4
r U*tl. / \J
mmw
4.363 x IO"4 4.363 x
IO"4 4.363 x
IO"4
























IO"3 8.705 x IO"3 8.705 x


















6.543 6.410 6.669 6.300
Di
1.977 1.935 2.018 1.900
FB
1.849 2.044 1.658 1.888
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TABLE 5
MINIMIZATION OF POWER REQUIREMENT BY THE ADD SOLUTION TECHNIQUE
DESIGN BELT MATERIAL
QUANTITY E751-65 P642-70 S604-70 C557-70
HP 1.736 x IO"4 1.736 x IO"4 1.736 x IO"4 1.736 x
IO"4
C 2.185 2.185 2.185 2.185
DS .6250 .6250 .6250 .6250
DL 1.999 1.999 1.999 1.999
t .1030 .1030 .1030 .1030
Tl .2500 .2500 .2500 .2500
NS 70.02 70.02 70.02 70.02
NL 21.88 21.88 21.88 21.88
Th .5000 .5000 .5000 .5000
Tt .7500 .7500 .7500 .7500
A 8.333 x IO"3 8.333 x IO"3 8.333 x 10-3 8.333 x IO"3
SW 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00
R 11.83 20.27 1.788 13.39
Si 102.07 112.89 91.64 103.91
Ti .8506 .9407 .7637 .8659
0
18.34 18.34 18.34 18.34
L 3.497 3.497 3.497 3.494
M 8.711 8.711 8.711 8.711
E 8.738 11.34 7.294 13.15
Lf 8.011
7.823 8.118 7.698
Di 2.447 2.387 2.481 2.347
FB 1.615 1.786 1.449 1.644
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TABLE 6









































8.1 Summary of the AOD Equation Set Derivation Processes
In the process of deriving the AOD equation sets, several different
manipulations of a large system of expressions and constraints were
carried out. Throughout the processes each step was carefully
scrutinized to ensure that the best possible representations of the
given elastic drive belt system's characteristics and solution
requirements were produced. Multiple avenues leading to various
configurations of the final equation sets were encountered. Whenever
choices in the derivation processes were faced, the desired end results
and particular circumstances of the problem being studied had to be
taken into account.
The AOD equation sets were derived to be as general as possible.
All of the physical dimensions and some of the quantities for which a
recommended constraint range was available were made independent in the
optimization studies. In most cases, the constraint limits were
programmed as input data items.
For each of the optimization studies the AOD equation set consists
of six independent variables, three dependent variables, seventeen
regional constraints, and
twenty- two final items. To make the search
process more effective, the AOD equation set was unitized.
The goal of this portion of the design project was to generate
three complete sets of normalized equations that accurately expressed
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each of the optimization problems in the standard format of AOD. This
equation set is summarized in Section 5.1b.
8.2 Analysis of the AOD Search Processes
When analyzing the A0D-P519RE output file, there are several items
that need to be examined in order to determine whether or not the AOD
search process is successful and the results are dependable. These
items are the self tuning process, distance between base points,
optimization quantity values, and the values of the constraints. This
section is Step 5 of the AOD optimization procedure as given in Section
1.1.
In each of the optimization studies carried out, the behavior and
values of the critical items listed above are appropriate. Throughout
the self tuning processes, the optimization quantity values decrease as
the penalty function values increase. The values of the tuning
parameter, Cp, are reasonable. In all cases the distance between base
points, DB, decreases between successive base points. The optimization
quantity at each base point, QB, decreases throughout each search
process except for points at which the penalty value increases. At the
conclusion of each process the values of the regional constraints, R(I),
were effectively greater than or equal to zero. This indicates that
none of the constraints are violated at the final solution point. Since
all of these critical items meet the requirements of a successful search
process in all cases, the final results of each of the optimization
studies should be dependable.
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The most difficult task in obtaining dependable results from
A0D-P519RE was in successfully executing the entire program for the
initial bearing load case. Several attempts were made, but the messages
"undefined exponential" and "division by
zero"
were returned. The
search process was arriving at negative values of the unit based
independent variables. After checking all of the embedded information
and input data, this problem was eliminated by relaxing some of the
original upper and lower limits of the constrained quantities and
increasing Cp.
The original set of constraints did not allow for a solution to the
bearing load problems without severe constraint violations. Given the
calculated values of the unit based independent variables, some of the
embedded equations were not solvable and thus the two error messages
were received. Adjusting the constraint limits allowed the search
process to find a final solution point that did not violate any
constraints. This is true for all three of the optimization studies.
However, in the early stages of the bearing load optimization cases
severe violations were still encountered. Cp had to be increased to get
the program to run to the completion of the search process. This
maneuver steepened the penalty function, thus preventing the search
process from entering as deeply into the penalty zone.
The constraint limits that were finally used in the bearing load
optimization studies were carried over into all of the other cases. Cp
was not altered in any of the power optimization cases. No other
difficulties were encountered in executing A0D-P519RE. Appropriate
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portions of the search process information of an output file are
presented in the Appendix.
8.3 Analysis of the AOD Solution Technique Results
By examining the search process and final items of each of the
output files, it can be seen that all of the AOD solutions obtained in
this design project are valid. As explained in the previous section,
all of the AOD search processes were successful and indicate that the
final solutions should be valid. Upon reviewing the actual values of
the final items of each optimization case, it can be seen that all of
the solutions are realistic and practical. The constraint equation
values are all effectively within their upper and lower limits.
8.3a Minimization of Bearing Load Study
The data in Table 3 indicates that the belt material that yields
the lowest bearing load in the minimization of bearing load study is
compound S604-70. Therefore, the data in column three of Table 3 is the
final design recommendation for the minimum bearing load of the sample
problem.
It can be seen from the values of E and R that compound S604-70 is
the least elastic and exhibits the least amount of stress relaxation for
the setup of the sample problem. As a result, the amount of additional
belt tension required to maintain adequate pulley frictional force, over
time, will be less than that for the other materials. This means that
for similar values of Syj among all of the compounds, Si will be the
lowest for S604-70. Indeed, Sw is nearly the same across Table 3. From
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the following equation for Fg it can be seen that Si has a strong effect
on the value of the bearing load.
FB
= 2 ll cos 0
A
The values of cos0 and A are nearly identical for all of the belt
materials. Therefore, the effect of the material properties on Si must
be the reason that S604-70 gives the lowest bearing load.
Although no constraints were violated at the end of the search
process in any of the bearing load cases, several active constraints
were present. Active constraints are indicated by regional constraints
with a value of nearly zero at the end of the search process. The
significance of this feature of the search process is that some of the
independent and dependent variable constraint limits are preventing
A0D-P519RE from further reducing the optimization quantity. If any of
the limits corresponding to the active constraints are relaxed, the
bearing load could be further minimized. In the bearing load
optimization cases these limits are C^in, Dssmin, *MIN ^ the minimum
value of S^.
8.3b Optimization of Power Studies
The data in Tables 4 and 5 shows that all four of the standard belt
materials give the same values for horsepower in both power optimization
studies. For the type of elastic drive belt system formulated in this
design project, the power is independent of the belt material
properties. No belt material properties appear in the following





Also, none of the dependent variable equations are effected by the
material selection. Since the actual optimization quantity is
uneffected by the belt material properties, a secondary consideration
can be used to make the material selection. The material recommended
for the sample problem is the one which gives the lowest bearing load.
For the same horsepower, compound S604-70 exhibits the lowest bearing
load in both studies. Column three of Tables 4 and 5 are also given as
final design recommendations.
As was the case in the results of the minimization of bearing load
problem, the optimization of power studies also have active constraints.
The maximization of power transmission problem is bounded by the limits
1-MAX> N[_ mAX, and the minimum value of S^. In the minimization of power
requirement study the active constraints correspond to the limits
DS,MIN> D|_,MAX *MIN *MAX T1,MIN> NS,MIN and the 1ower 1imit of sw-
The overall conclusions that can be drawn about the sample problem
from the results of the two power optimization studies are as follows.
If it is desired to get the most work out of the elastic drive belt
system, then the greatest amount of power that can be produced within
the stated constraints is 4.363 x
IO-4 HP. But if it is desired to
specify the least
expensive and smallest motor that can operate the
system of the sample problem, then that motor must be rated for at least
1.736 x
IO-4 HP plus system losses. It can also be stated that if the
power output requirement of the system increases by more than
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2.627 x IO-4 HP the sample problem system will not operate within the
specified constraints. With this in mind, the results of the
maximization of power transmission study can be viewed as giving the
largest possible factor of safety on the power requirements of the
system.
8.4 Comparison of the AOD Solution Technique and the Recomnended Hand
Calculation Design Method
The data in Table 6 shows that the bearing load by the hand
calculation design method is approximately .5 lbs. greater than the AOD
solution for the minimum bearing load. Also, the horsepower calculated
is not near either the maximum or minimum as found by AOD. The
additional bearing load is significant in the design of the sample
problem. At the conclusion of the hand calculation design method there
is no information that readily indicates how to optimize the design of
an elastic drive belt system.
If limited to designing by the recommended hand calculation method,
a very long process of trial and error selection of the independent
variables would be undertaken to optimize the design. Given the size of
the equation system and the number of independent variables, it is
unlikely that a true optimum design would be found in an acceptable
length of time. Once an algorithm of AOD has been programmed and
successfully executed for a given problem, many different optimization
studies and constraint variations for that problem can easily be carried
out in a short length of time.
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From the information presented here it is clear that A0D-P519RE
and
the AOD solution technique are a superior optimization design
tool





The final AOD equation system presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2
accurately expresses the entire sample elastic drive belt system
problem. Several different approaches to the mathematical formulation
were encountered. The AOD equation system was constructed in the most
general manner possible. The sample problem was optimized using the
A0D-P519RE algorithm of AOD for minimum bearing load, maximum power
transmission and minimum power requirement.
The AOD search process in all of the optimization studies behaved
properly. Some adjustments to the original constraint limits and Cp
values were needed. At the end of the search processes there were no
constraint violations and the final results in all cases are valid and
realistic.
A complete set of design recommendations for all three of the
optimization objectives is given in Table 7. In all of the studies belt
material S604-70 is recommended. This compound gives the lowest bearing
load because it is the least elastic of the four materials investigated.
The results of the power optimization studies show that the power of the
sample elastic drive belt system is independent of the belt material
selection. Therefore, the belt compound that is recommended in these


















FB 1.341 lbs. 1.658 lbs. 1.449 lbs.
HP 2.514 x IO"4 4.363 x IO"4 1.736 x IO"4
C 1.207 in. 1.600 in. 2.185 in.
DS .6273 in. .9246 in. .6250 in.
DL 1.781 in. 1.581 in. 1.999 in.
t .1030 in. .1053 in. .1030 in.
Tl .1886 lbs. .1978 in. .2500 lbs.
NS 90.00 TPM 94.03 RPM 70.02 RPM
NL 31.69 RPM 54.99 RPM 21.88 TPM
Th .5614 lbs. .6327 lbs. .5000 lbs.
Tt .7500 lbs. .8304 lbs. .7500 lbs.
A
Sw
8.333 x IO"3 in.2
90.01 psi
8.705 x IO"3 in. 2
95.39 psi
8.333 x IO"3 in.2
90.00 psi
R 1.788% 1.949% 1.788T
Si 91.65 psi 97.29 psi 91.64 psi
Ti .7637 lbs. .8469 lbs. .7637 lbs.
0
28.560 11.83 18.34
L 2.411 in. 2.853 in. 3.497 in.
Li 6.479 in.
7.203 in. 8.711 in.
E 7.294% 7.992% 7.294%
Lf .56.038 in.
6.669 in. 8.118 in.
Di 1.319 in.
2.018 in. 2.481 in.
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Each of the three optimization studies exhibit multiple active
constraints. In the minimization of bearing load study the active
constraints correspond to limits of the design quantities C, Ds, t and
S^. The maximization of power transmission search process is restrained
by limits of t, N|_, and S^. The limits on Ds, t, Ns, and S^ result in
active constraints in the minimization of power requirement study.
For the optimization of the elastic drive belt system specified in
this design project, the A0D-P519RE algorithm of AOD is a superior
design tool compared to the recommended hand calculation design method.
In order to carry out any optimization study of the sample problem using
the hand calculation design method, a prohibitively large number of
trial and error iterations would be required. Although significant
effort was required to set up and execute the initial A0D-P519RE
program, several other investigations were quickly and easily completed
using the initial one as a basis.
CHAPTER X
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATIONS
There are numerous investigations that can be pursued to extend the
understanding of the topic of this design project. Other elastic drive
belt configurations, optimization objectives, and AOD methods can be
studied.
Elastic drive belt systems can be configured in several different
ways. Of equal importance as the system optimized here are crossed and
multi-belt configurations. Rather than assume that the large pulley is
driven, the small pulley could be. Tri-pulley elastic drive belt
systems are also practical. Several variations in the number and choice
of independent and dependent variables could be investigated. Many
other features of the A0D-P519RE program are available. For an
improvement in efficiency and run time of the programs executed in this
project it is suggested that the shotgun and decomposition methods be
applied. Also, the method of steepest descent search direction
determination technique could be used to see how it changes the search
process.
With very little effort the work of this design project can be
extended by optimizing the same problem for other objectives and limits.
For example, the A0D-P519RE program created here needs only minimal
modification to be used to minimize L for a given HP requirement or
apply it to another





















.* / uvj.w/ ir 0I< xL - j.,I"J
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4) EilE) FOR IE - i,NE
5) RilR) FOR IR = 1,NR
US- MODSER REFORMULATION STRATEDGY FOR THESE EQUATIONS










C , Ca , CN , Cu , V , GU , GV , GW , GX , GY , GS , C I , S , F )
REAL * B E(MAXN) ,R(MAXN) ,U(MAXN) ,E,CP,FF,H,Q,X,W,CG(MAXN) ,
V(MAXN) ,CCMAXN) ,CX(MAXN) ,CN(MAXN) ,F,GU,CV,GN,GX,GY,GZ,
0 I ( MAXN ) , AF ,AR, F ( MAXN )
AF = 3 . 141593
AR=57. 29578
SPECIAL PROGRAMMING, HERE TO NEXT COMMENT
TI=(AP/36.0)*( (V(4)AV(2)ACG(&) )A*2.0)
TK=(S.0ACG(15) )/(V(3)*CG(8) )
TJ=TK+(4.0*V(5)*CG(15) ) / (V( 3 )*CG( 8) )

























END OF SPECIAL PROGRAMMING
DO NOT ALTER ANY













9970 IF (NR.EQ.O) THEN
_^
GO TO 993 0
DO 9931 IR - 1,1-JR
if ( r : ir ; . lt . o . ; the:;
ENDIF
9932 ENDDO
9990 W = E -t- H
P = CP * FP * W
X = Q + P
RETURN
H - H + RCIR)AR(IR)
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HERE USER PROGRAMS FINAL ITEMS OF INTEREST, BY FiJF)
EQUATIONS, FOR JF = 1 , NF
A
SUBROUTINE FINAL ( MAXN , C ,F , Q , U ,V , KC , NF ,NU , NV , CG )
REAL a B CCMAXN, ,F(MAXN, , 01 MAXN J ,VCMAXNZ ,Q,CG(MAXN)
,AP,AR




t. NZ . EQ . 0 ) the;
RETURN
ENDIF

































FINAL ITEMS FIJF) FOR JF


















SUBROUTINE CALCCI. ( C ,CG,CN , CX,MAXN ,AF ,AR,KC,NV,GU,GV,Gw,GX,
wi ,<->^
& ,F)




4 KC , NV




A SFECIAL PROGRAMMING, HERE TO NEXT COMMENT
A
A

















, .625, 2.0,. 625, 55. 0,15. 0,8. 00, 150. ,70.0,. 500
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i o . o w j o o o o c c o t o ^ c
iccccc .coococcooc-
2.00000000000000-;
.2320 0 0 o : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o
-













CN< I) FOR I = 1, fnv
'I
.COCOCOOOOOOOCOOOE+OC
CO OOOO 0000000O00OE + 00
0.000000 0 000 OOOOOOE+OC
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:i,r,FE= 2 0.1130692939431263 0.1160692939431263
HB- 9.7746536246004531E-02
KT,VBU) ,XB,QF = 3 0.4060181302417815 1.4383985453635:
I. 270593793029785
ID= 2
3TfFB,FE= 2 8 . 3084555309103S53E-02 8. 3084555809103353E-
DB= 4.383950401109B759E-02







x U w J. U> , ' *;. .j v_' *-4 >w< ,
;734C943294CL-:2 c--SJ4l:G_ > T U C "I ~
r,T,vp(i) ,xi.,qp=
1 . 2 6 3 2 3 2 7 9 4 3 7 6 1 C
0.3790902344128263 J. . Ci \J I rt .
IB= 2
JT,EB,FE= 3 I.0269422437091956E-02 2 . 0538844374IS39I:






JT,FB,FE= 4 1.3615986816555588E-02 2. 1274979400368106E-04
DB= 2.1274979400869400E-04
ME= 1







2 6. J.237243569579452E-02 6 . 1237243569579452E-0.
DB= 3.70365262667661S7E- CC
l.TfVB(I)fXE,QB = E C . 3324122220530917 2 . 174S4S4C39997C .
1 .313027019500732
JT,EB,FE= 3 3.143104732675I250E-02 6 . 2962094653502519E-02
DB= 6. 41 9887420556 554SE -02
KT-OB( 1) ,XB,QB=9 0.3591077751354661 1 .697920475541 17S
1.43613S6299I3230
ID= 2
JI,FBfFE= 2 5.4569043074730717E-02 5.4569043074730717E-02
DB= 5.6556010033272415E-C2
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P - A -.'.
KT-OB(l) ,XH,3B =
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JT,FB,FE= 3 9.3305543227418062E-04 2. 3326387056354516E-04
DB= 2.2979921374583634E-04
ME= C
























3. 31 2957735696 1332E-02
19E-03
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JT,FB,FE= 3 1.0073511086995681E-02 2.0147022173991363E-02
DB= 2.13661831521182S7E-02
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2 1.8217665902307585E-02 1 .8217665902307585E-02
DB=
1.0233594415804157E-02
KT,VB(1) ,XB,QB= 55 0.3148879533705082 1.544813930448034
1.531686902046204
IB= 2
JT,FB,FE= 4 8.6985552534335339E-03 1 . 73971 10506867068E-02
DB= 3.1424227570927303E-02
KT,VB(1> ,XB,QB= 56 0.3125238080990241 1.535586911335440
1.517314076423645
ID= 2
JT,EB,FE= 5 2.6710593435288207E-02 3.3388241794110259E-03
DB= 3.1095978752305699E-03





6 2.6431581939459844E-03 1 . 0572632775783938E-0:
DB=
2.9355283968946452E-02
KT,VB<1) ,XB,QB= 58 0.3089656466280532 1.521141013756644
1.504145503044128
ID= 2
JT,FB,FE= 2 2.4951991373604484E-02 2 . 4951991373604484E-02
DB= 2.0387700066491717E-02
KT,VB(1) ,XB,QB=59 0.3066510936206454 1.516723496195916
1.495667338371277
ID= 2
JT,FB,FE= 4 1.7329545056517959E-02 8.6647725282589796E-03
DB= 6.6096565365454161E-03




JTfFB,FE= 4 5.6182080560636037E-03 1 . 12364161 12127207E-02
HB=
1.8772051625436938E-02
KT,VB(1) ,XB,QB= 61 0.3033897500473802 1.496866517025506
1.484980821609497
ID= 2
JT,FB,FE= 3 1.5956243881621398E-02 3 . 9890609704053494E-03
DB= 2.7333786679179129E-03
KT,VB(1) ,XB,QB= 62 0.3030373104639555 1.496354461345698
1.483847022056580
ID- 2
JT,FB,FE= 3 2.3233718677302260E-03 5 .8084296693255650E-04
DB= 5.6706575534789595E-04
KT,VB(1),XB,QB= 63 0.3030885798249656 1.495687317156343
1.483897566795349
ID= 2








JT,FB,FE= 2 1.2600405962735473E-04 1 . 2600405962735473E-04
DB= 1.8524025804962458E-04
KT,VB(1) rXB,QB= 87 0.3019407401067379 1.486731837980995
1.483125209808350
ID= 2
JT,FBfFE= 4 1.5745421934218089E-04 7.8727109671090447E-05
DB= 7.4650656503721823E-05
KT,VB<1),XB,QB= 88 0.3019550218507266 1.486725153049820
1.482988715171814
ID= 2






















JT,EB,FE= 3 1.1090624014806373E-04 2.7726560037015931E-05
DB= 2.2351467950426495E-05
ME= 3
























































2 1.0697731582130481E-04 1 .0697731582130481E-04
DB=
7.5085464658981809E-05
KT,VB(1) ,XB,QB= 99 0.3037870453820003 1.494706578843694
1.493179917335510
ID= 2
JT,FB,FE= 3 6.3822644960134538E-05 1 . 2764528992026908E-04
DB= 1.0369762885243653E-04
KT,VB<1> ,XB,QB=100 0.3037171358054907 1.494686697653730
1.492880582809448
ID= 2
JT,EBfFE= 2 8.8142984524571052E-05 8. 8142984524571052E-05
DB= 1.1976836641817427E-04




JT,FB,FE= 3 1.0180311145544813E-04 2.0360622291089627E-04
DB= 2.1782177849123937E-04
KT,VB(1),XB,QB= 102 0.3034436927496145 1.494610457767555
1.491970539093018
ID= 2
JT,FB,FE= 2 1.8514851171755347E-04 1 .8514851171755347E-04
DB= 2.3288511024795917E-04
KT,VB(1> ,XB,QB= 103 0.3032348465706602 1.494552537028094
1.491401314735413
ID= 2
JT,FB,FE= 3 1.9795234371076529E-04 3.9590468742153058E-04
DB= 4.8799180117364723E-04




JT,FB,FE= 6 1.6279266766934931E-04 6 -5117067067739726E-04
DB= 1.3106597330927244E-03
KT,VB<1) ,XB,QB= 121 0.3016373422310992 1.493327140808105
1.493327140808105
ID= 2
JT,FB,EE= 3 1.1140607731288157E-03 2. 7851519328220393E-04
DB= 3.5267261611169998E-04
KT,VB(1> ,XB,QB = 122 0.3012971943475341 1.492807030677795
1.492807030677795
ID= 2
JT,FB,FE= 3 2.9977172369494499E-04 5.9954344738988998E-04
DB= 5.7539715097851769E-04




3T,FB,FE= 3 4 .8908757833174003E-04 1 .2227189458293501E-04
DB=
6.9066716138958260E-05
KT,VB<1) rXB,QB= 124 0.3012970398229477 1.491268258674851
1.491144299507141
ID= 2
JT,FB,FE= 3 5.8706708718114521E-05 1 . 1741341743622904E-04
DB= 1.1033770446582500E-04
KT,UB<1),XB,QB= 125 0.3013022226427150 1.491127921836828
1.490864872932434
ID= 2
JT,FB,FE= 4 9.3787048795951251E-05 1 .8757409759190250E-04
DB= 3.2826868319388149E-04








PENALTY INCREASED AT 590, WITH FP= 4096.000000000000
KT,VB(1),XB,QB= 127 0.3013903841495924 1.495592894530284
1.490179657936096
ID= 1
JT,FB,FE= 5 8.4456701002475384E-05 3.3782680400990154E-04
DB= 5.8225620201943425E-04
KT,VB(1> ,XB,QB= 128 0.3017194252495481 1.492032333380235
1.491905570030212
ID= 2
JT,FB,EE= 6 4.9491777171651912E-04 1 .9332725457676528E-06
DB= 1.4358091646692376E-06
ME= 3
PENALTY INCREASED AT 590fWITH FP= 32768.00000000000













TERMINATION TEST COUNT KE= 1
2. 2744382891 3841 50E-06
CONVERGENCE ANT IC IPATED , U ITH AC= 157.3188900338081
READY FOR TERMINATION TEST AT 755, AND
FT= 2.2974091064463874E-02
TERMINATION TEST PASSED AT 755
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA*AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AA*AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA*AAAAAAAAAA









































FOR 1=1, ...,NV ARE=
























MF,MG,MR,NX= 588 132 3 0
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